RCM Blue Latest News

The pressure is on!

Aanderaa is proud to announce that the RCM Blue has been upgraded with the possibility to integrate a pressure sensor with a 0.01% accuracy. This simplifies your work significantly as you will know exactly where you are in the water column.

6 more reasons why RCM Blue is the instrument you need

Blue stands for Bluetooth The RCM Blue is a dedicated single point current meter using wireless connection for easy instrument configuration and fast data retrieval.

Simple Based on the use of the well renowned ZPulse Doppler Current Sensor, it provides accurate ocean current measurement along with temperature and pressure

Easy to use Connect with bluetooth, configure the instrument, deploy and recover it. Then download data with the bluetooth and that’s it!

No leakage No need to open the pressure case unless you need to change the batteries. In addition, data is stored inside the sensor itself equipped with a watertight plug protecting your valuable information in case of leakage.

Relax during deployment A LED indicator will confirm that the instrument is recording as expected.

Operate in rough environment Aanderaa has delivered robust and reliable equipment for almost 50 years. The RCM Blue has been developed from this long experience making it a quality instrument able to measure accurate current even at 50 degrees tilt.

Interested in more information? Please contact our Product Manager, Emilie Dorgeville, emilie.dorgeville@xyleminc.com or by phone +47 55 60 48 00.